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A Bounty of Bead & Wire Bracelets, the latest in the acclaimed Bounty of Bead & Wire series,

features 50 projects from Lark Jewelry & Beading's most popular books. From radiant crystals and

ladders of pearls to dangling bangles and copper jangles, these stunning pieces come from

standout jewelers like Kaari Meng, of French General fame; Candie Cooper, of DIY Network and

PBS; renowned instructor and designer Mary Hettmansperger; and award-winning stained-glass

artist Geri Omohundro. Their beautiful work will appeal to every crafter!
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"This book has a great selection of basic beading and wirework bracelets for any experience range

and gives great instruction with full color photos to follow along. There are a few twists on old

favorites, so a single element may inspire a completely different piece for someone, which is one

reason I love to look at them! Happy beading!" --Scorpio Moon Jewelry

Nathalie Mornu is an editor for Lark Jewelry & Beading, a talented crafter herself, and the author of

A Is for Apron (2008), Quilt It with Wool (2009), Leather Jewelry (2010), and many other books. She

lives in Asheville, NC.



This book has very nice but easy projects to do. It had clear instructions with pictures. This would be

a great book for beginners.

fun

TOO MANY PATTERNS THAT I DID NOT LIKE SO I RETURNED THE BOOK.

This book has a lot of gorgeous, varied styles for a budding wire jewelry artist, like I'm hoping to be.

I first got interested in wire jewelry when I saw all the cute name jewelry made from wire and I just

thought it would be so fun to learn how to do that, too. Plus, with the addition of beads, the wire

pieces are even more complex and lovely.I already have the necklace book from the same series,

so I was familiar with a lot of the basic techniques when I got this book. I fell in love with the

irridescent coin pearl bracelet and am excited about trying that out (still waiting on the pearls I had

to order online). It is a simple design and I also cannot wait to try the Fairy Garden bracelet, I love

the rainbow colored beads along with the tiny silver fairies and dragonflies!

If you're looking for a book with some new, exciting and inspiring bracelet projects to add to your

library then do yourself a favor and pick this one. This new book by Lark Jewelry & Beading is filled

with 50 unique and exciting bracelet projects ranging in style from contemporary, modern and

sophisticated to vintage, eclectic and playful. Whatever your style is you'll find a project in here for

you and even more to be inspired by.Beginners will want to start by reviewing the basics section

which covers everything from basic supplies like beads, wire, findings and tools and techniques

including wireworking (wire control, straightening, coiling, spiraling and more) as well as stringing,

working with jump rings, crimping, working with chain, reaming beads, drilling holes in metal and

polishing. There's also a very helpful Key to Wire Gauge Chart that beginners will find very

helpful.All of the photography in this book is beautifully done and allows the reader clearly see the

details and textures of the jewelry. Project directions are numbered and easy to read and follow and

in some cases are accompanied by photographs or illustrations and each one includes a detailed

materials and tools list.

Hi Ho SilverWhen recently reviewing these two books, it felt like I was back in the "Old West." I

wasn't out capturing outlaws to collect a bounty. But, Lark Books had awarded the readers an



abundance of fun, fast jewelry projects. One was the Nexas bracelet which captured carnelian

beads in intertwined jump rings. Another was the Fiesta necklace utilizing a bountiful color

combination of beads.One doesn't need any esoteric supplies, just a desire to create. The

instructions for the stylish cuffs, bangles, charm bracelets, pendants, etc., all are very well laid out.

Whether your trigger finger is bent out of shape, or your but is sore from spending all that time in the

saddle seat, these books will pique your interest. Soon you will be at your workbench and on your

way to exciting new conquests.
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